The following rules apply to SUMMER 2011 RA or combined RA/TA assistantships for ALL Physics PhD graduate students:

**WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE APPT. I CAN HAVE DURING THE SUMMER?**

Students in Yr. 1 are limited to a maximum 50% RA or combination RA/TA appointment.
Students in Yr. 2 are limited to a maximum 75% RA or RA/TA combination appointment.
Students in Yr. 3 and beyond, if the advisor requests, may work up to a 90% summer RA or a RA/TA combination subject to University maximum guidelines.

**HOW MANY UNITS SHOULD I SIGN UP FOR IN SUMMER QTR?**

IF YOU ARE ON **REGULAR TUITION STATUS** AND HAVE A **50% APPT**
(meaning either a 50% RA or combined 25%RA/25%TA or combined 20%RA/30%TA),
Tuition Allowance provided is for 10 units ($8390)
**IF YOU HAVE A 50% APPT, YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR 10 UNITS!!!**

IF YOU ARE ON **REGULAR TUITION STATUS** AND HAVE A **75% APPT**
(meaning either a 75% RA or combined 50%RA/25%TA or combined 45%RA/30%TA),
Tuition Allowance provided is for 5 units ($4195)
**IF YOU HAVE A 75% APPT, YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR 5 UNITS!!!**

IF YOU ARE ON **REGULAR TUITION STATUS** AND HAVE A **90% APPT**
(meaning either a 90% RA or combined 65%RA/25%TA or combined 70%RA/30%TA),
Tuition Allowance provided is for 3 units ($2517)
**IF YOU HAVE A 90% APPT, YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR 3 UNITS!!!**

STUDENTS ON **TGR TUITION STATUS** WILL RECEIVE TGR TUITION ALLOWANCE OF $2517 AND SHOULD CONTINUE TO SIGN UP FOR THE ZERO UNIT TGR COURSE, PHYSICS 802.